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Hello Neighbors:

Well, who can believe it, is spring really almost here? You’d never know it from the cold weather
we’ve been having lately. Last week, teachers at KMES briefly let the kids out on the playground to
pretend the day’s hail was snow. Nonetheless, we can be assured that spring is coming because daylight savings time begins officially at 2:00 am on Sunday, March 11th. Remember to “spring forward”
one hour.
This issue is packed with news coverage of February events on the mountain and invitations for
upcoming opportunities. Marty’s Musings offers timely gardening tips and a teaser about a book I’m
betting many of us would find fascinating. Our Volunteer Firefighters were hard at work as usual with
monthly activities reported in the KMVFD minutes. The KMA meeting date fell on Valentine’s Day so
there were no meeting minutes to include. However, Our Kings Mountain Association is on a roll! The
inaugural KMA sponsored Author’s Forum was a big hit. Please read our story about author Brenda
Christensen’s book and presentation. Next up: Maria Polonchek, presenting her book, In Good Faith,
on Friday Evening April 20th 7:00 pm at the CC. Don’t miss it. Maria is bringing her story to us in
advance of her appearance at Harvard in May. Find more about the book at www.mariapolonchek.com.
Also, put big save the date notes on your calendars for two more great upcoming KMA events. First,
bring the whole family to the Spring Brunch & Egg Hunt on Sunday, March 25. The food is always fantastic and kids love hunting for the abundant treat-filled eggs. Second, come to Kings Mountain History
Night with Ken Fisher on Saturday, April 7th at the CC. Ken is an extraordinary speaker as well as the
leading authority on our regional history. See the flyers inside for details about both events. Don’t miss
either of them. In addition, please consider running for a seat on the KMA Board if you have ideas
about interesting speakers, events, classes, hikes or whatever else might enhance our community. You
can email me, eileenfredrikson@comcast.net to reach the nominating committee. The KMA will need
two board members to replace leaders who will term out in May.
On another note, I confess that the happy, cooperative classroom atmosphere at KMES warms this
editor’s heart on every visit to the school. This month’s school news speaks about academic progress
and enrichment programs while noting how the Florida school shooting has rattled parents everywhere.
A morning coffee & conversation meeting with parents to discuss school safety protocols is scheduled
for March 8th. The annual music celebration will be held March 29th prior to Spring Break, which starts
the next day. Music is one of the enrichment programs funded by our KMAP resources, including Art
Fair grants. Our exceptional music teacher is a composer as well as a musician. The concert should be
quite wonderful.
Finally, we’ve included a suggestion to visit the public art piece created to celebrate the 150th Anniversary of the founding of Redwood City. Now on permanent view at the RWC Public Library, it was the
culmination of a year-long project by Fung Collaboratives of Kings Mountain. We hope you enjoy our
story about this important artwork from concept to the unveiling ceremony on February 8th.
Best regards,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on February 13, 2018
ATTENDANCE: Jon Fredrikson, Anna Rosche-Tubbs, Darrin Jewell, Joe Rockmore, Jim
Sullivan, Matt King, Frank Adams, Kathy Shubin, Tim German and Bill Goebner.
Board president Jon Fredrikson called the KMVFB Meeting to order at 7:33 pm.
SECRETARY’S REPORT: The Board approved the minutes of the prior meeting of January
9, 2018.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Anna Rosche-Tubbs presented the 2017 year-end financial
statements. Net operating results came out just $305 (-0.9%) below the approved budget.
The Board thanked and commended Anna for her conscientious efforts to prepare timely and
accurate financial statements and for the enormous amount of time she spends in
maintaining the KMVFB books. The Board also expressed its appreciation to Anna for her
wonderful job of paying bills expeditiously.
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Kathy Shubin reported the following uses of the
Community Center in January 2018:
Exercise/Dance Classes

12

Monthly Community Board Meetings

4

KMVFB Training & Maintenance

6

Community Events/Parties

1

Private Events/Parties

0

TOTAL USES FOR THE MONTH

23

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: January 2018
Medical aid

6

Vehicle accident

1

Public assist

4

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

1

Structure fire

0

Vegetation fire

0

Hazardous materials

0

Rescue

0

Cover assignment

0

Alarm sounding

1

Water tender group response

1

Trash fire

0

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR
THE MONTH

14

AVERAGE # OF
RESPONDERS

1

Number of incidents with no
Volunteer response:

1
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Chief Sullivan said that two volunteer firefighters have retired, but added that two new recruits
just joined the Department and will attend the Fire Academy this year. Thus, the Fire
Department currently has 15 members. We are interested in recruiting more volunteers. If
anyone would like to learn more about becoming a volunteer firefighter, please contact Jim
Sullivan at chief@kmfd.org.
OLD BUSINESS:
RESCUE TRUCK REPLACEMENT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan said that we are in the final
stages of getting bids to replace the E-56 fire truck. This truck is 20 years old and has
reached the point where it has to be replaced to be 100% ready for an emergency. Chief
Sullivan said that we have received a formal bid for the new truck of $560,000 from Pierce
Manufacturing. Once approved, the truck would take about a year to manufacture. We are
awaiting a bid from another manufacturer for a more custom-made vehicle.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE REVITALIZATION: Darrin Jewell brought samples of low-cost
radios that might be used for emergency notification to mountain residents. These will be
tested in different areas of the community to see if they work properly.
ART FAIR 55TH ANNIVERSARY PICTURES: The Board approved a request from the Art
Fair to hang four large frames containing many historical photographs on the entry wall.
FIRE BRIGADE DINNER ON SAT. APRIL 14: Fire Chief Sullivan invited all Board Members
and consultants to the Fire Brigade Dinner on Saturday, April 14th.
NEW BUSINESS:
Book Exchange Box: There was a community request to put book exchange box outside
the Community Center. Frank Adams and Kathy Shubin will look into this.

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:31 pm.
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, March 13, 2018
Respectfully submitted,

itÄxÜ|x gÜxÇàxÜ

Secretary

(by Jon F.)
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The First KMA Author’s Forum Evening Was a Big Hit!
The Kings Mountain Author’s Forum
kicked off on Tuesday, February 27, with
Brenda Christensen presenting a reading
and discussion from her book, The $8
Man. This new KMA sponsored event
series is intended to provide neighbors
with engaging and thought-provoking
evenings without going “off the mountain.”
The series plans to showcase one talented resident writer appearance each
quarter. Brenda Christensen bravely
agreed to be the inaugural speaker, even though the forum series team had no idea what level
of interest to expect from our community.
Happily, it seems there are plenty of well read folks on the mountain curious to hear about
a writer’s journey and to learn more about his/her interesting topic. The crowd exceeded expectations and Brenda’s presentation was terrific! She set a high bar for the series, hopefully
leaving the audience wanting more. For those of you who could not make it on the 27th, here
is the Echo’s digest about the author and the book:
Born and raised in Minnesota, Brenda Christensen has lived on the mountain since 1983.
Her career included senior level jobs in sales, marketing and engineering for several technology companies. As founding VP of Marketing at Brocade Communications, Brenda spent a
decade helping to develop what became the Storage Networking industry and the adoption of
Fibre Channel technology. Today they are multi-billion dollar industries. She is former chair of
the Fibre Channel Industry Association and is one of 16 professionals inducted into the Storage Networking Industry Hall of Fame.
During her years working with, Kumar Malavalli, Brocade Communications founder and
inventor of the technology, Brenda learned the history of the $8 man. This wave of Indian immigrants came to Canada and the U.S. in the 1960’s and 1970’s, when President Johnson
eliminated the Asian Control Act. The name of her book, The $8 Man, came from the fact that
these mostly poor but academically high achieving immigrants literally came to North America
with $8 in their pockets. That was all the money allowed out of India because the Rupee wasn’t
convertible and India didn’t have foreign reserves. Immigrants were allowed to come here for
graduate school. Ironically, U.S. colleges were desperate for students because many graduate
school eligible American candidates were engaged in the Vietnam War.
None of $8 dollar men profiled in the book planned to stay in North America, but many did
and had a profound impact on America in many ways. “Their stories were mostly untold,” she
said, “and I was keen to learn how these immigrants made their way and why they decided to
stay and how they continue to shape our companies, communities and families through their
philanthropy and support of education.” Calling herself an editor as opposed to an author in the
classic sense, Brenda said she learned the value of stories from her mother who was scribe for
her grandfather’s tale as an economic migrant from Norway. In a polished, well-organized
presentation, Brenda described spending 5 years interviewing the 17 people profiled in the
book. Published as first person narratives, each subject was given final edit of his story.
Brenda described that process, and then illustrated key themes reading from several of the
book’s subjects. We heard amazing recounts of early childhoods, the importance of education,
arranged marriages (or not), embarrassing moments of cultural assimilation, first jobs, child
rearing and more. A big emphasis for all these men was the importance of “giving back.” Collectively, they changed the outcome of technologies that became the foundation of many
Silicon Valley companies, changed how communities are supported, changed the thinking and
creation of many organizations from the National Science Foundation to entrepreneurship.
Both the immigrant stories and Brenda’s presentation were inspiring.
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Final Results—2017 Kings Mountain Art Fair
by Bev Abbott, Kings Mountain Art Fair Executive Director
The final results are in! The books are closed for 2017 Art Fair and the Art Fair Board has
reviewed the results. As you know, we took a hit on our sales due to the hot weather and traffic BUT
the good news is that we have enough money to fund our two organizations, the Fire Brigade and
the Kings Mountain Associated Parents, at last year's level. In addition, we have a new item this
year. We will take the proceeds from popcorn sales and give it to the Fire Brigade for the Kings
Mountain Emergency Preparedness Committee. We can do this even after we have paid all our bills.
The final figures for these plans were presented on February 11, 2018 at the Distribution of
Funds meeting, which is a meeting of the Art Fair Committee Chairs. Plans for spending the proceeds from the Art Fair are subject to their approval, and approval was granted.
To all our amazing volunteers, thank you for all your work this year. Our community can feel secure in moving forward and meeting our needs for 2018!
AND NOW….
Planning for Art Fair 2018 has begun! Yes, we are underway with our work to make the 2018 Art
Fair, our 55th anniversary, a big success. Artists’ applications are in, the jury has met, our able and
innovative Marketing Team has developed its 2018 plan, and Art Fair Chairs are considering their
new expenses. Could the Beer Booths be upgraded so we do not have warm beer (last year’s nightmare ably handled by Dennis Ruby and crew) and will one more shuttle each day help with customer
flow? Our next major event is the Art Fair Kick Off meeting June 3, when committee chairs will discuss their plans. Stay tuned for upcoming reports. Thank you!

Kings Mountain Residents: If you purchase merchandise from
Amazon, please sign up for Amazon Smile and help benefit our
local charities. AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon
with the same products, prices, and shopping features as
Amazon.com. The difference is that when you shop on AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation
will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to the charitable organization of your
choice. On your first visit to AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), you are prompted to select a charitable organization from our list of eligible organizations. You can change your selection at any time. To
select your charitable organization:
1. Sign in to smile.amazon.com on your desktop or mobile phone browser.
2. From your desktop, go to Your Account from the navigation at the top of any page, and then select
the option to Change your Charity. Or, from your mobile browser, select Change your Charity from
the options at the bottom of the page.
3. Select a new charitable organization to support, either Kings Mountain Associated Parents or
Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc.
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The Kings Were Squatters
Written by Ken Fisher
Originally published in the Echo in February, 1989.
In preparation for Ken Fisher’s presentation on April 7th, the Echo is proud to
rerun his 1989 article about the King family of Kings Mountain. History buffs will find 26
history pieces at www.kingsmountain-online.com. These are fun to read and will
provide some background for Ken’s talk.
The Mountain's early settlement, and for that matter, the whole U.S. Western
movement was inexorably tied to both homesteading and "squatter’s rights." With so
much land, it was politically acceptable to believe that if it wasn't being used, you could
use it. The political steam toward homestead rights culminated in the Homestead Act
of 1841, which let you claim title, on up to 160 acres of vacant government land once
you had been on it for five years. Any land not previously awarded under Mexican land
grants was U.S. government land and subject to homesteading - including most of the
land north of Purisima Creek and west of what is now Skyline. Both legal homesteading and illegal but similarly appearing, "squatting" were widespread.
Much has been made of George Harkins through the early writings of Davenport
Bromfield. But it was George's father, John Harkins who set the stage, by homesteading a piece on the very north end of the mountain, approximately where the Rhododendron Farm now is. Little is known of John, and I can't find anything on Mrs. Harkins, but
they had three kids, Eliza, Charles and George, who was born in 1865. John later
bought more land, further west, but not the land folks now think of as Harkin’s land in
the Harkins road and Comstock road area - George Harkins bought that 342 acre
piece much latter - after it had been a working ranch for 20 years.
The Harkins kids attended the Pharis school, located at Summit Springs (500
yards below what is now King's Mountain Road and Skyline--about, where Peter Garratt's place is). The school was, named after kindly lumberman "Purdy" Pharis who
gave the land and lumber for it (more on Pharis in a future article - he is to me the most
fascinating of our early mountain pioneers). But if the Harkins were classic homesteaders, the King family, after whom the Mountain is now named were just classy squatters.
In 1868 Frank and Honora King squatted on the border between the large parcels
of John L. Greer and the Bordon & Hatch lumber operation. King, a wildly overweight
German, built a saloon and barber shop where he was often arrested but never sentenced for serving liquor without a license - while Mrs. King built a reputation as a cook
and ran a boarding house to rival the nearby Summit Springs House. (The area was
then generally known as Summit Springs, while the coastsiders called the Mountain’s
north end: "The Widow Devine's Ridge", after Lena Devine - more on her in another article.) The Kings inn was at the current intersection of King’s Mountain Road and Skyline, and according to Theadate Maskell's small 1942 History of King’s Mountain - from
the porch of the "King's Mountain Brow House" you could see the coast. With it’s
views, the more modern King establishment became more popular than the Summit
Springs House and from its visitors praise came our Mountain’s name. In 1888 the
Greers took the Kings to court, but the judge, as was common in the day, found the
Kings guilty but gave them the three acres around their inn anyway.
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Come to the KMA’s

Kings Mountain History Night
with

Ken Fisher
Saturday, April 7, 2018, 7:00 pm

7:00 pm Meet & Mingle
7:30 pm Ken’s Presentation
at the Community Center
Free—No Charge to Attend
All Are Welcome!
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The Sweetheart Social Party Was Totally Awesome
About 110 supporters of Kings Mountain Elementary School were decked out on February
10th for the annual Sweetheart Social fundraiser at the Mountain Terrace. Parents, grandparents, friends and community members, joined KMES teachers and staff for a rocking good time
supporting a good cause. The warm, clear evening set a fabulous party mood aided by dramatic Mountain Terrace views, beautiful lighting and distinctive couch seating added inside
and out. Party goers even found James Bond hanging out in Jan Lundberg’s photo booth.
Kudos to parent organizers Maria Polonchek, Jean Newhall, Ali Sorensen, Kerrie DeMartini, and Heidi Menary for putting together a successful, fun event. The Raffle Bar, Silent Auction, Wine Toss, Sponsorships, and Donations brought in a net $13,572.68 that will go directly
to KMES. This is an increase over last year's net of $12,000.
The Sweetheart Social Team is grateful to everyone who turned out to support our school.
Special acknowledgement is due to the following generous event sponsors:
Exclusive Sponsors: The Mountain Terrace, The Village Collection, Valerie Trenter, Alborzi Orthodonics, and Jan Lundberg Photography.
Sweetheart Sponsors: Kings Mountain Arbor Health and Safety, Half Moon Bay AYSO,
and Coastside Dentistry
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2018 Sweetheart Social Photo Booth Memories of Great Fun
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Kings Mountain Garden Club
by Alma Fletcher
The Kings Mountain Garden Club is gearing up again
after the very successful December wreath making day at
the Firehouse. If you missed it this year, we’ll be there next
year helping you make wreaths, swags or whatever you want
to create next year. Put the first Saturday in December on
your calendar now.
First meeting of the New Year is being planned and
information will be sent out on the Kings Mountain Yahoo
site. Everyone is welcome.
The annual garden tour will be announced in the Echo. It’s always a great way to
see what works in your neighbors’ gardens and therefore what might just work in yours!
If you’re into acquiring cheap rhododendron plants, the DeAnza Chapter of the
American Rhododendron Society is having its annual sale Saturday, April 21, in front of
the Los Altos Masonic Hall, 136 Main Street, Los Altos, next to Citibank. Information can
be obtained from Marguerite Kaufman, Betty Johnson, Alma Fletcher or Hank Stern.
If you didn’t apply the Valentine’s Day application of fertilizer for rhododendrons,
azaleas, magnolias and camellias because we didn’t have rain at that time, it’s not too
late. Do it now.
Happy Gardening. Winter blooms have been profuse and beautiful. Many neighbors
report the most robust crop of camellias they have ever had.
Editor’s note: Recently, we’ve had lots of KM Yahoo group postings about individual garden questions. Garden Club is our experienced local source for that information. Members willingly share their experience and expertise at club meetings and individually when called. I encourage all interested gardeners
to put the Club planning meeting on your calendars as soon as it is announced.
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March 2018 School News
Students at KMES maintained a fast-paced schedule in February as they worked to
master core curriculum lesson targets prior to the end of the 2nd trimester on March 9th.
Excitement about the school’s Friendship celebration (Valentine’s Day) and upcoming
Sweetheart Social that their parents were working on was also building. Students were
invited to help with the fundraising by selling raffle price tickets with a class pizza party
promised to the highest selling class.
Amid all the class work and fun at KMES, a tragic school shooting took place in
Florida on Valentine’s Day. School safety once again became a top of mind issue for citizens across the nation and among Kings Mountain parents also. Principal Diane Siegel
sensitively addresses it in her February 16th newsletter to parents saying, “With the tragic
event in Florida this week on all our minds, putting together the Kings Mountain Newsletter was a source of solace to me. Our Kings Mountain School children’s week was filled
with learning and celebration. This Wednesday we celebrated friendship/Valentine’s Day
with classroom activities and a school-wide assembly focused on healing words, the
power of body language and the tone of our words that convey our messages to each
other. Classroom teachers, along with our teacher specialists fill our students’ weeks with
enriching activities as students explore reading, writing, math, art, music and science.” As
usual, classroom teacher entries in the newsletter informed parents about the weeks’
lessons in detail. Possibly alluding to the normalcy and pace of lessons and learning,
Principal Siegel told parents she hoped they would also find the newsletter “uplifting.”
A meeting focused on District and school safety drills and protocols will be held in the
Lion’s Den on March 8th at 7:45 AM. Cabrillo District Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction, Joy Dardenelle, will join Principal Siegel meeting with parents following
morning drop-off.
Now, a shout-out about the fabulous 5th grade. Challenged to pursue an in-depth
study of a science topic of their choice, the KMES Fifth Grade stuck close to their interest
in our environment. The subject led them to comprehensive analysis of threatened and
endangered species, invasive plants, and invasive species in the San
Francisco Bay. Their impressive presentation before the KMES Site
Council on Feb. 16th included well-crafted slides with clear wording
and images that conveyed their messages. Speakers were poised and
composed throughout their presentation. They did an amazing job. In
addition, with their 4th grade classmates, they were top sellers in the
raffle contest. Third generation KMES 5th grader Daniel Soult,
pictured here deserves special accolades. Daniel sold a whopping
130 tickets.
KMAP parents are justly proud of the fundraising contributions
made by students in every classroom. The 4/5 classroom will get a
pizza party, but we hear that every class will receive treats to reward
their excellent collective efforts. Total tickets sold: 528. K/1,138 tickets;
2/3, 114 tickets; 4/5, 276 tickets. Well done!
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Your editor was privileged to be among an appreciative crowd at the Redwood City Library
on February 8th for the unveiling of Redwood City Pages, a public artwork curated by Fung
Collaboratives of Kings Mountain. It was the culmination of a year-long celebration of the 150th
(Sesquicentennial) anniversary of the 1867 founding of Redwood City. As we learned at the
unveiling, Redwood City Pages is a quintessential example of civic engagement in public art
created to be accessible to everyone, not simply the “art elite. It is the type of project that perfectly fits the artistic ethos of Fung Collaboratives partners, Lance Fung and John Talley.
Working with the RWC Parks & Arts Foundation and Sesquicentennial Celebration Committee,
FC and noted photographer Brian Taylor designed a site-specific Artwork encompassing the
city’s people, places and history.
Brian Taylor, who is Executive Director of the
Center for Photographic Art in Carmel, takes an expansive approach to photography, often pushing
boundaries by utilizing collage, drawing and digital
painting. His work is held by many private and public
collections including the SF MOMA and the Victoria &
Albert in London. Taylor spent three quarters of the
year culling through historic materials in the city archives, visiting unique locations throughout town, and
meeting residents while taking thousands of photographs. Meanwhile, Fung Collaboratives set up 25
free cyanotype, papermaking, and book making workshops at RWC Park & Rec locations. Over 300 residents participated in the summer long series led by
local artists hand-picked by Taylor and FC. The completed work has twenty different images each measuring 5 feet tall by 3 feet wide. Using an inventor’s
approach, Fung Collaboratives fabricated a new presentation structure
allowing each artwork to individually
hang and turn so
the viewer can interact with the installation from a distance
and, also literally enter it to rotate the panels. Taylor told the
audience at the unveiling that “Pages” was his largest and
most ambitious artwork to date. The 20 “pages” form 10 open
diptychs so that each pair of images serves as an iconography expressing a pervasive quality of the city.
Many of the panels are hand worked or collaged upon.
The first and last panels connote community, incorporating
donated handmade paper from workshop attendees on the
front and cyanotypes on the back. The metaphor is that the
RWC community is hugging the entire artwork. Kings Mountain residents will appreciate diptych panels 10 & 11 where
the giant redwood of the first is overlaid with historic logging
images from sawmills on the mountain on the second. I
highly recommend you make time to see the entire work
when you are next in the Redwood City Library. It is a fascinating concept and exceptionally engaging piece of art.
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Sunday, March 25
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March 2018
by
Marty Eisenberg

Deep Shade: I have a section of garden that is deeply shaded by my home and an overhang.
Add to that its generally northeast exposure. The shade is so deep that baby tears don’t survive! Last year I planted a bunch of spider plants right into the ground at the location. Spider
plants are normally potted and kept indoors. They have long variegated leaves, produce runners forming new plants and are very ornamental. These spider plants are doing great outdoors. They’re tolerating the very low light, relatively infrequent watering and haven’t shown any
sign of cold damage after nearly a year. Try these if you have a similar location and need.
The Zapper. It’s nearly inevitable that you will have mice or wood rats attempt to take up residence in your garage or outbuilding at some point in time. Getting rid of them with bait or snap
traps can be messy and hazardous to pets. Electronic Rat Zappers are a welcome alternative.
They are a little larger than a 1-quart milk carton. They operate using 4 flashlight batteries. One
end is open. You place a few pieces of walnut or similar bait at the closed end, set it along a
wall accessible to these unwelcome visitors and switch it on. Rodents can’t resist those nuts!
They enter the Zapper through the open end and upon nearing the bait at the other end, they
are instantly electrocuted. No blood, no guts, no mess; no partial kills. Dispose of the rodent by
carrying the Zapper to your garbage can, drop the decedent in and return the Zapper to service.
(If you have pets, place the Zapper where they cannot access it!) Rodents typically scoot along
a wall and not across wide open expanses. Placing the Zapper along a wall is generally most
effective. Zappers are available for purchase on line and at hardware stores. Prices generally
range from $35 to $65. And they’re worth it!!
The Winner Is… Thank you to those who tendered recipes for a new vegetarian offering to be
added to the 2018 Art Fair Cookshack menu. The selected new item is a delicious sandwich of
grilled portabella mushroom, roasted sweet red pepper, arugula, sautéed sweet onion, all with
pesto aoli on a roll. Really yummy!! Volunteer at the fair in September and come have one.
Threat Matrix: I recently picked up Threat Matrix, a book written in 2011 detailing the history of
the FBI very much in a political context. (How prescient and timely!) It’s gripping!! J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI’s first director, was at the helm for nearly half a century, from 1924 to 1972. “It’s
hard to capture the sweep of history that Hoover observed. He’d been Director for three years
before Charles Lindbergh flew [solo] across the Atlantic in 1927 and he was director three years
after Neil Armstrong landed on the moon in 1969. The forty-eight years of J. Edgar’s reign as director of the FBI saw the Great Depression, World War II, the Cold War, the Atomic Age and
the Space Race, the Korean War and Vietnam….” Soon after “9/11” the FBI began to report directly to the president the day’s “Threat Matrix”, a spread sheet of all the terrorist plots and worrisome intelligence the government was tracking. It was presented to the president after the
CIA’s daily morning intelligence briefing to the president. President George Bush, an avid sports
fan, once accurately summarized the briefings as “first offense, then defense”. More on this
timely book as I get further into it.
_______________________________________
Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right to do and what is right to do. [Potter Stewart, 1915 –
1985; Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court 1958 – 1981]
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March 2018 Kings Mountain Community Calendar

The Kings Mountain Echo is published monthly by the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc, a non-profit,
volunteer organization. The Editor is Eileen Fredrikson. All opinions are those of the commentator/writer and not
those of the publisher.
Echo submissions should be emailed to eileenfredrikson@comcast.net Please reference “the Echo” in the
subject line. The Echo deadline is the 26th of each month. The editor retains discretion to edit all submissions for
space and content.
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